
BEFORE YOU START 

EQUIPMENT: 

Collar or Harness?  I prefer that you use  a snug fitting buckle collar or a Martingale.  Both 
collars will give you maximum control without danger of the collar slipping off over the dog’s 
head.  You may also use a slip chain collar, but if you are going to use one, please come to 
class early so I can demonstrate its proper use.  If you feel the need for a prong collar, please 
arrange a private lesson with me ahead of class so I can determine if it is appropriate for you 
and your dog and to provide you with instruction on its use.  Electronic collars are not 
permitted in class. 

I am not a big fan of harnesses for a variety of reasons, the most important being that 
harnesses tend to encourage pulling, the very thing we are trying to teach our dogs not to do.  
There are 2 primary types of harnesses, front clip and back clip.  Back clip harnesses are the 
most comfortable equipment for your dog, but they are the most likely to encourage strong 
pulling.  Front clip harnesses discourage pulling by pinching the dog under the armpits when 
pulled taut, but this also can cause long term permanent damage to your dog’s shoulders if 
the dog insists on pulling despite the resultant pain. 

The last major type of equipment is a Head Halter.   Head halters work on dogs the same as 
they do on horses.  Control of the head is control of the dog.  They can be very effective as 
when the dog pulls, a slight correction on your part swings the dog’s head back towards you 
and the dog cannot pull.  The disadvantage is that the general public may see the head halter 
as some form of a muzzle and fear that your dog is aggressive; and in general, dogs do not like 
wearing them even though they become used to them.   Our goal with any kind of correction 
equipment is to train our dog not to pull so that a plain collar is all that is needed. 

Long Line:   A long line is simply an extra long leash.   You may or may not end up needing to 
use your leash during class, but I want you to have it available. 

Bait Bag or Pockets:  Your treats need to be readily available for you to access them quickly to 
reward your dog.   You do not want to be fumbling for your treats so that by the time you get 
them out, your dog has totally gone on to something else and has forgotten what he did to 
cause you to reward him.  In such a case, you may end up rewarding your dog for jumping up 
and down or staring at another dog instead of for the sit you meant to reward him for.  Do 
not carry around a sack of treats that you have to get out and then reach into for your 
reward. 

A “Place” for your dog.   We will be teaching our dogs that when you ask them to go to a 
particular spot and settle for a period of time (like while you are eating dinner), they will 
know what to do.  Bring a towel, yoga mat, or small blanket to class so we can work on this 
activity. 



 

REWARDS 

Food:  Food is what we will use most prominently in class.  It is easy and most dogs find 
treats highly rewarding.  I make up a doggy trail mix rather than just providing one type of 
food reward.   A variety of treats keeps your dog’s interest much more than one item.  I will 
use turkey hot dogs that have been diced and then microwaved for 4 minutes to make hot 
dog jerky, string cheese cut into small pieces, Red Barn rolled dog food cut into small chunks, 
Liver Bites from Costco, Chicken and Apple Sausage bites from Costco cut into small pieces, 
Cheerio, Goldfish crackers, and whatever else is available.   My dog never knows exactly what 
goody is coming so they stay excited about their rewards.  It goes without saying that your 
dog should be hungry but not starving when they come to class so that the rewards are more 
interesting than all the distractions around the class environment. 

Toys:  We will not use toys in class as they are too distracting to the other dogs, but toys are 
great rewards to use when practicing at home.  When using toys for training, use tugs or 
squeekies that you hang onto.  You don’t want your dog to learn about running away with 
the toy.   The object is that they are interacting with you and the toy together. 

Praise:  Never underestimate the power of your voice as a reward to your dog.   Praise 
should always be delievered in a fun and happy tone or soft and soothing depending upon 
your dog’s personality.  You will be using verbal praise in class along with your food treats 
and ultimately your dog will be happy to forgo the food reward in exchange for that genuine 
praise. 

Petting and Fondling:  Some dogs need to learn to accept petting and fondling as a 
reward.  In the beginning they may move away to avoid it or even mouth you to get you to 
stop.  Over time we will work on teaching our dogs that our touch is pleasant and vastly 
rewarding. 

Personal Play:  Personal play is different for every dog and we will be discussing what is 
most rewarding for your dog during class.   Some dogs love rough housing, other dogs obhor 
it.  Some dogs love doing hand touches or spins or weaving between your legs.  Personal play 
will ultimately be the reward your dog most seeks. 

 

DEVELOPING A REWARD MARKER 

A reward marker is a verbal exclamation that tells your dog “you have done it right” and now 
a reward is coming.  I personally use “YES!” in a happy and excited tone as my dog’s reward 
marker and this word is probably the one most trainers use.   You may choose any marker 
word you choose, but it should be something your dog does not hear all the time and it 



should be short and crisp.  I prefer you not use OK or Good, because those are words your 
dog hears all the time and don’t necessarily relate to something he has accomplished.   How 
often do you look at your dog and say “you are such a good dog” and they haven’t done 
anything?  To get your dog ready for the first class, get a handful of yummy treats.   Speak 
your chosen marker word in a happy voice, pause for a second, and then deliver the treat.  
Wait a few more seconds and repeat.   Do not use the dog’s name, just the marker word, 
pause, and treat.  Do this up to ten times and you are done for the day.  This process is called 
“Charging the Mark”.  Do this for 2 or 3 days prior to the first day of class and you will be 
ready to utilize your marker word in class. 

 


